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Featured Application: The results of this paper provide a reference for the future design
of a quantum-secured 5G/B5G optical edge layer, assisted by novel integration strategies of
Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) technological blocks across the deployed fiber/wireless
fronthaul topologies.

Abstract: A research contribution focusing on the Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)-enabled solutions
assisting in the security framework of an optical 5G fronthaul segment is presented. We thoroughly
investigate the integration of a BB84-QKD link, operating at telecom band, delivering quantum
keys for the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)-256 encryption engines of a packetized fronthaul
layer interconnecting multiple 5G terminal nodes. Secure Key Rate calculations are studied for both
dedicated and shared fiber configurations to identify the attack surface of AES-encrypted data links
in each deployment scenario. We also propose a converged fiber-wireless scenario, exploiting a
mesh networking extension operated by mmWave wireless links. In addition to the quantum layer
performance, emphasis is placed on the strict requirements of 5G-oriented optical edge segments,
such as the latency and the availability of quantum keys. We find that for the dark fiber case,
secret keys can be distilled at fiber lengths much longer than the maximum fiber fronthaul distance
corresponding to the round-trip latency barrier, for both P2P and P2MP topologies. On the contrary,
the inelastic Raman scattering makes the simultaneous transmission of quantum and classical signals
much more challenging. To counteract the contamination of noise photons, a resilient classical/QKD
coexistence scheme is adopted. Motivated by the recent advancements in quantum technology
roadmap, our analysis aims to introduce the QKD blocks as a pillar of the quantum-safe security
framework of the 5G/B5G-oriented fronthaul infrastructure.

Keywords: quantum key distribution (QKD); phase-coding BB84; secure key rates (SKRs);
advanced encryption standard (AES); 5G/B5G packetized fronthaul; low-latency; coexistence scheme;
raman noise; upconverted complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) photon counters

1. Introduction

The 5G-enabled ultra-low-latency networks aim to open the door to the era of Internet of Actions,
where things will be getting connected and becoming even more intelligent to provide service in a
fully automated environment [1]. This new era of smart connectivity means that cybersecurity is
expanded to physical space, with life or death situations appearing in critical services such as autopilot
hacking [1]. In this context, the end-to-end distributed security strategy has been manifested as one of
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the key technological blocks of the research roadmaps addressing the security threats in the 5G and
Beyond-5G (B5G) era [2].

Approaching the age of Quantum Computing (QC), the definition of a quantum-resistant security
framework becomes a top priority for the 5G-oriented infrastructure owners and operators. This strategy
relies on the use of Post-Quantum Cryptography (PQC) through unbreakable cryptosystems [3], as well
on the exploitation of Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) which is based on the laws of physics
only [4]. The PQC offers compatibility with the existing cryptographic infrastructure, it is only secured
against known quantum attacks though [5]. In contrast, the unconditional security of QKD has
been ensured through several one-time-pad demonstrations encryption across quantum networks [6].
Since the QKD is a symmetric key algorithm which cannot replicate all the functionalities of public-key
cryptography [5], a joint PQC/QKD encryption scheme where quantum-resistant algorithms can
have access to the secure shared key material from QKD has been manifested as the quantum-safe
infrastructure layer [7]. In this direction, the development of hybrid key exchange protocols being
resilient to the advances in quantum computing has emerged as an initial deployment candidate [8].

In the context of PQC, a range of algorithms is being evaluated under the NIST program [9],
leading to Draft Standards in two to four years. Besides the standardization process, ADVA was
recently presented through field-trials, PQC-based 100G safe optical transport over long-haul fiber
links utilizing a public-key encryption system based on the variant of the Niederreiter scheme [10].

On the other hand, the major advantage of QKD is that it solves the key distribution problem
in symmetric cryptosystems. Therefore, the distilled secret key can be used to encrypt a message
using a symmetric algorithm, such as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), which is known
to be quantum-resistant [11]. QKD offers a key distribution whose security is based on the most
fundamental laws of nature and specifically on the laws of quantum mechanics and promises in
principle unconditional security. However, even though the unconditional security of QKD has been
proved for several protocols, such as the well-known BB84 [12–14], there is a gap between the ideal
and the practical implementations of QKD protocols, which may lead to security loopholes, since the
security proofs are commonly based on idealized setups. These security loopholes have triggered the
scientific community to invent and, on a second stage, to implement more resilient schemes [4,15].
Additionally, the QKD exchange requires an initial authentication step, which requires a pre-shared
secret. This initialization step can be performed by quantum-resistant algorithms. Once QKD has been
performed, the security of these algorithms is no longer important, since the distilled secret key has
no algorithmic link to the pre-shared key used to authenticate the QKD exchange [16]. Furthermore,
the practical implementation of QKD also faces many technological challenges at the moment, such as
the relatively low detection rate, the difficulty of fabricating low-noise and high-efficiency photon
counters and the task of increasing the communication distance [4]. However, in the last decade,
many encouraging steps have been made by quantum technology vendors and research community
dealing with these limitations [17,18]. Driven by the momentum of photonic integration to meet the
needs of classical photonic systems, emphasis has been placed on the integration of innovative QKD
building blocks (sources, detectors) on well-established integration platforms [19], targeting compact,
low-power and cheap quantum blocks.

In the era of QKD demonstrations, the integration of QKD signals into existing backbone fiber
networks has been extensively studied showing the potential of co-propagation of quantum links with
Tbps data channels [20]. The practicality of the quantum solutions has also been confirmed through
the deployment-oriented integration of commercially available Discrete Variable-QKD (DV-QKD) with
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)-enabled optical transport layer [21]. Moving towards optical
edge layer, the integration of quantum channels has also been demonstrated through experiments in
Passive Optical Network (PON)-segments [22]. Multiplexing of both quantum and classical streams into
existing edge infrastructure remains a challenge since the presence of classical data signals in a live fibre
makes the retrieval of quantum information more difficult due to excess noise generated by inelastic
Raman scattering [23]. Besides the physical connectivity-oriented experiments, the QKD-enabled
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real-time encryption layer-1 in the field has been demonstrated using an AES-256 engine [24].
University of Bristol recently demonstrated the first end-to-end quantum secured inter-domain service
orchestration by interconnecting 5G autonomous islands through quantum-enabled multiplexing
nodes [25]. Very recently, a quantum-secured 5G-oriented fronthaul architecture over Multicore Fiber
(MCF) was presented by assigning the quantum and fronthaul signals at different cores to prevent the
contamination [26]. The potential of this MCF-based concept to meet the traffic demands of the 5G
fronthaul was also verified for short fiber segments by demonstrating record coexistence transmission
of DV-QKD with 11.2 Tbps classical channel traffic [27].

Welcoming the integration of quantum layer across the 5G and B5G cryptographic infrastructure,
end-to-end studies targeting beyond the optimized classical/QKD coexistence scheme are still missing.
More specifically, further studies are required to explore the capability of a QKD-enabled security
framework to meet the strict requirements of 5G-oriented optical edge segments, such as the latency
and the availability of quantum keys for AES-based encryption engines. An impressive study recently
conducted emphasizing on the latency budget as well the security levels of an optical fronthaul segment
operated by the evolved Common Public Radio Interface (eCPRI) [28]. Inspired by the above research,
we take a step forward by presenting, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, a research
study focusing on the QKD-enabled solutions assisting in the PLS of an Ethernet-based optical 5G
fronthaul segment. Working towards the synergy between QKD/PQC presented above, the secure
shared key resources which are available from QKD links should be also addressed in the context
of the existing security infrastructure. Our research fills this gap by contributing to the definition of
security parameters (quantum keys for AES encryption engines, key rotation times, attack success
probabilities) of an eCPRI transport layer supported by QKD implementation. Considering the strict
latency requirements imposed for 5G packetized fronthaul, performance evaluation is thoroughly
discussed for Point-to-Point (P2P) topology as well as in a Point-to-MultiPoint (P2MP) scenario with a
centralized Alice station supporting up to N = 64 Bob stations located at 5G terminal nodes. Emphasis
has been placed on a resilient classical/QKD coexistence scheme by relying either on appropriate
wavelength assignments or on the use of advanced photon detection units at the Bob stations. We also
study on the security parameters by exploiting the QKD for the fiber-connected mmWave nodes,
key technological blocks for the converged optical-radio infrastructure of 5G networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the concept of the proposed
quantum-secured eCPRI transport layer operating in both P2P and P2MP optical segments. Different
fiber assignments using either dedicated or shared links for the quantum transmission are thoroughly
investigated. In addition, a Fiber-Wireless topology supporting the secured P2MP distribution using
mmWave nodes is proposed. The details about the physical connectivity implementation and the
followed methodology for the DV-QKD layer are also discussed in this section. Section 3 presents the
performance evaluation results and discusses the main outcomes and challenges for each deployment
scenario. Section 4 briefly introduces a technological path in support of the QKD integration within
existing deployed infrastructure in 5G/B5G-oriented topologies. Finally, Section 5 concludes this work.

2. Materials and Methods

The demand for a packet-switching-based fronthaul network has led to an enhanced version of
CPRI (eCPRI [29]), which is designed for packet networks, namely Ethernet and IP. Even though Ethernet
was not originally designed for delay-sensitive networks or real-time applications, intensive research
efforts have been devoted [30] which are mainly based on the IEEE 802.1CM published in 2018 [31].
Apart from the above efforts towards Time Sensitive Networking for Fronthaul, eCPRI recommends
that vendors optionally implement either MACsec or IPsec as security options [28]. In this context,
we propose and study the use of a QKD solution to make quantum safe the key exchange which is
needed for the implementation of the above security standards. We extend the study of physical layer
implementation of the proposed quantum layer by considering the strict latency-related requirements
of the fronthaul segments.
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2.1. Dark Fiber Topology

The first part of our study focuses on the performance of a typical 5G Ethernet-based fronthaul
segment operating with eCPRI interfaces, for which the Alice station for QKD layer was hosted on the
Baseband Unit (BBU) node while a dark fiber link was considered for the distribution of quantum keys
to the Bob station located at the 5G Terminal Node, as illustrated in Figure 1. The selection of an equal
length telecom fiber for the QKD layer allows for a quantum transmission without the contamination of
noise photons associated with the presence of intense classical data flows. The use of eCPRI transport
layer facilitates the splitting of some of the baseband functions between the Radio Equipment Control
(REC) hosted at the Baseband Unit (BBU) Node and the Radio Equipment (RE) at the 5G Terminal
Node. In our study, we assumed a fixed transport line rate of 10Gbps over the dedicated fiber link.

This topology should also be subject to the 5G fronthaul latency requirements imposed for
low-latency services. More specifically, the sum of transmission delays and baseband processing time
at BBU must be less than 3ms [28]. In contrast to the reported methodology in [28] where the exchange
of symmetric keys was realized over the classical communication channel, our proposed distribution
scheme of quantum keys between the REC and RE nodes is naturally dependent on the fiber fronthaul
distance. This link distance dependence appeared since the optical loss eliminates the photon detections
at the Bob station, thereby lowering the available Raw Key Rate and subsequently the Secure Key
Rate (SKR) for the AES-based encryption/decryption engines. Concerning the latency components of
the fronthaul segment, the QKD layer introduces an additional latency component associated with
the key distillation process, an essential post-processing step to guarantee the unconditional security.
As calculated in Appendix A, for a round-trip processing of less than 3 ms, the fiber fronthaul distance
is limited to be less than 17 km.
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Figure 1. Quantum-secured evolved Common Public Radio Interface (eCPRI) transport layer
interconnecting the Baseband Unit (BBU) and the 5G terminal nodes. A dedicated fiber link is
used for quantum key exchange between Alice and Bob stations.

Moving towards networks where multiple 5G terminal nodes need to establish a secure
communication link with a centralized BBU node, there exist two alternative approaches for the
interconnection of the QKD stations undertaking this task. The first one lies in the one-to-one dedicated
links interconnecting the number of Alice and Bob stations respectively. On the other hand, if one node
hosts the source or the detection unit serving more than one link, then this could lead to significant
complexity and cost reduction, at the expense of lowering the key rates. Recently, a time-division
multiplexing (TDM) technique was demonstrated using a single set of photon detectors (one Bob
station) to establish QKD channels with four users (four distinct Alice stations) [32]. Driven by the
ongoing developments on the miniaturization of upconversion-assisted silicon photon detectors relying
on the use of integrated quantum photonic chips [33], we present a scheme where one centralized
transmitter (Alice) can communicate with multiple quantum receivers (Bob stations). This approach
can also exploit the centralized baseband resources to efficiently perform the postprocessing modules
at higher speeds for correcting the quantum-channel noise errors and distilling identical corrected keys
between Alice–Bob stations.

Figure 2 shows the modification of our proposed secured fronthaul layer to support multiple
5G terminal nodes. This multi-user extension relies on the use of a centralized Alice station
distributing single-photons to multiple Bob stations located at the Remote Radio nodes. In more
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detail, a single-photon emitter (Alice) is located in the BBU and a single and independent Bob station
(quantum receiver) for each one of the 5G terminal nodes of the network. Therefore, the number of (N)
Bob stations is equal to the number of (N) 5G terminal nodes assumed in our topology. In this way,
each Bob (and so each 5G terminal node) is supplied with a unique, randomly selected subset of bits
(1/N) from the bit string that Alice transmits at the feeder fiber [34]. These independent keys are then
used for the security of each of the fiber segments connecting the BBU and the terminal nodes, through
AES-based encryption/decryption engines. The independency of the multiple distilled keys lies in
the fact that any single photon incident in the passive 50:50 splitter stage cannot split, but it follows
only one output path in a completely random way. Even though an attenuated laser source may emit
multiphoton states which could split when entering a splitter and the splitting ratio of each splitter
may not be ideal (e.g., 51:49), it has been shown [34] that the level of correlation between the individual
bit strings is extremely low. In our proposed topology, a single feeder is assumed to link the BBU
and the splitter stage, and N terminal nodes were optically connected through drop fiber segments of
equal lengths (small compared to feeder fiber length). Besides the 3 dB splitting ratio associated with
each stage, an additional 0.2 dB insertion loss is assumed for each splitter to study on a more realistic
scenario for the installed passive fiber segment. To combat the increased optical loss linked with the
1:N splitter stage and to increase the obtained SKR, photon counters with lower noise count rates were
also considered.
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Figure 2. Quantum-secured multi-user topology with a centralized Alice station and multiple Bob
stations located at the 5G terminal nodes. A passive optical distribution network based on 1:N
splitter stage implements the P2MP topology with dedicated fiber segments for classical and quantum
layer respectively.

The performance evaluation of the proposed secured fronthaul segments was carried out through
numerical simulations based on the physical connectivity parameters as well the AES-256 security layer.
For the quantum layer of P2P implementation, we considered a plug and play phase coding BB84-QKD
system, based on the well-known Cerberis2 [35] and id3100 Clavis2 [36] from idQuantique [37],
operating at 1550nm over a Standard Single-Mode Fiber (SSMF) with an attenuation of αq = 0.2 dB/km
and visibility set at V = 98%, where the optical pulses are generated from a highly attenuated laser source
at Alice’s site, with a repetition rate of frep= 5 MHz. At this low pulse repetition rate, the chromatic
dispersion of fiber medium cannot significantly broaden the pulsewidth [38]. The photons were
assumed to be detected at Bob’s station by a pair of Single-Photon Avalanche Diodes (SPADs) operated
in gated mode with a detection time-window of 1 ns. Both SPAD units were assumed to exhibit a
dead time of 0.1 µs and an afterpulse probability of 0.8%. The obvious selection of photon counters at
telecom wavelengths are the avalanche photodiodes working in Geiger mode, for which a dark count
rate (DCR) of 5 × 10−6 ns−1 and a quantum efficiency of 10% were assumed. These values correspond
to the typical performance of the widely used InGaAs modules photon counters for single-photon
detection at telecom wavelengths [39]. The high DCR that these modules exhibit can significantly
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limit the transmission distance where no secure key can be distilled anymore. In order to overcome
this limitation, we also considered the use of Silicon (Si) SPAD modules in Bob stations, offering
significant advantages such as operation at room temperatures without the need of complex cooling
mechanisms, higher values of quantum efficiency with very low timing jitter and much lower noise
and dark current. To take advantage of the above benefits at telecom wavelengths where Si-based
photon counters are virtually blind, an upconversion module is required to translate the wavelength of
the incoming telecom single-photons into the visible range. In our study, we adopted at Bob stations
an upconversion-assisted single-photon detection scheme based on an integrated periodically poled
lithium niobite (ppLN) waveguide pumped by long wavelengths at 2 µm [40]. Based on the reported
results in [40], a total efficiency of 10% and a dark count rate (DCR) of 6 × 10−8 ns−1 were assumed.
Finally, the optical loss of the internal components at Bob station was fixed at 2.65 dB.

The calculation of SKR was carried out assuming general incoherent attacks in the presence of
multiphoton pulses, via the theoretical treatment in [41], while adopting the approximation that the
optimized average photon number per pulse is equal to the fiber link Transmittance: µ ~ T [35,41].
Following that approach, the sifted key rate can be calculated as follows

Rsi f t = (pµ + 2pdc + pap) f repηdutyηdead, (1)

from which the secret key rate is derived by

Rsec = Rsi f t(IAB − IAE), (2)

where pµ, pdc, pap are the signal detection, the dark count and the afterpulse probabilities per gate
duration time (=1 ns), respectively, ηduty captures the duty cycle imposed by the plug and play protocol
synchronization requirements, ηdead accounts for the reduced detection rate due to SPADs dead time
and IAB, IAE are the mutual information per bit between Alice and Bob and between Alice and Eve
(a potential eavesdropper), respectively [35,41].

The secret key established from the DV-QKD protocol was then used to encrypt/decrypt the
data transmitted between the BBU and the 5G terminal node via the AES-256, by exploiting a pair of
Ethernet encryptors. Through our study, we specified the SKR values required for the data encryption,
under three different key refresh times which, in turn, lead to different attack surfaces. As specified
in [42], a very low key refresh time equal to 1.4 s can be achieved from the key management layer
according to the recently reported standardization document by QKD engines providers [42], thereby
guaranteeing lower attack surfaces. To achieve this rotation time which boosts the security level, a SKR
of at least approximately 256 bits/1.4 s = 183 bps should be available after the post-processing steps of
QKD layer. Since this SKR target significantly limits the QKD transmission range, we also considered a
scenario with increased size of attack surface. More specifically, a longer refresh time equal to 1 min,
which is a frequently reported order of magnitude value in bibliography [24,35,43], was also selected.
To satisfy this rotation time, SKR values of at least 256 bits/1 min = 4.3 bps SKR are demanded. Lastly,
we considered a longer key refresh time value equal to 5.14 min. This value corresponds to the lower
bound of SKR such that Attack Success Probability (ASP) can be kept below 2−60. More specifically,
in [44], the ASP for a confidentiality attack was compared to the maximum amount of data that can be
processed. In order to keep the ASP as low as possible, i.e., at 2−60, the maximum data that can be
transmitted is about 0.3887 terabytes [44]. By assuming a 10 Gbps packetized data flow over eCPRI
transport layer, a key generation rate of at least

256 bits × 10 × 109 bps

8 × 0.3887 × 1012 bits
� 0.83 bps (3)

is required to feed the AES-256 cryptographic engine to preserve the ASP below 2−60, which corresponds
to 256 bits/0.83 bps = 5.14 min refresh time.
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2.2. Shared Fiber Topology

As a next step, we considered a shared fiber link for classical and quantum transmission.
Specifically, the packetized classical data flow propagated from the BBU node and the 5G Terminal
Node (and vice versa with symmetrical transport) and the photon transmission from Alice to Bob is
performed over a shared SSMF link, as illustrated in Figure 3. This shared use of fiber installations
would boost the compatibility of quantum communications with existing optical infrastructures and
lead to a significant improvement in terms of cost-effectiveness and addressable market for QKD [45].
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Figure 3. Quantum-secured eCPRI transport layer interconnecting the BBU and the 5G terminal nodes.
One Standard Single-Mode Fiber (SSMF) link is used for both packetized classical data flow from the
BBU node and the 5G Terminal Node (and vice versa) and for the photon transmission from Alice
to Bob.

In this proposed coexistence setup, the performance of the quantum channels suffers mainly from
the nonlinear effect of Spontaneous Raman Scattering (SpRS), arising from the inelastic scattering of
the strong bidirectional classical data signal with fiber material. The forward scattered Raman power,
generated by the downlink, is obtained by [46,47]

P f= Pdlρdl∆λ
e−αqL

−e−αdlL

αdl−αq
, (4)

where Pdl is the launch power of the downlink, ρdl is the effective Raman cross-section, ∆λ is the
quantum receiver spectral bandwidth, which is set to 0.8 nm, L is the propagation distance and αdl,
αq are the fiber attenuation coefficients for the downlink’s wavelength and the quantum channel’s
wavelength respectively. The uplink generates backward scattered Raman photons with power given
by [46,47]

Pb= Pulρul∆λ
[1− e−(αul+αq)L]

αul+αq
, (5)

where Pul is the launch power of the uplink, ρul is the effective Raman cross-section and αul is fiber
attenuation coefficients for the uplink’s wavelength. In this coexistence topology, Equation (1) has to
be modified to account for the contribution of Raman noise to the SKR, by adding the Raman photon
detection probability (calculated by expressing the forward and backward Raman power levels in
terms of noise photons per ns (gate duration time) [23,35,48]) to the other detection probabilities. To be
able to select the quantum information transmitted through the shared fiber, we considered a bandpass
optical filter at Bob’s side, introducing a wavelength independent loss of 2.7 dB. This filter is assumed
to spectrally isolate the quantum passband, therefore no leakage photons due to classical power can
be recorded due to the crosstalk. This assumption can be easily met, by keeping the channel spacing
between the downlink and the quantum signal large enough (~400 GHz [38]).

Raman Scattering mechanism covers an ultra-broadband window and gets stronger as the
propagation distance increases. Strictly speaking, it is maximized at a specific propagation distance,
depending on the fiber attenuation value (>20 km for each wavelength allocation we encountered),
longer than distances for which SKR can be established for shared topologies, after which it decreases
slowly. It is also worth mentioning that in C-band topologies, besides the Raman scattering,
the Kerr-based effects (e.g., FWM) should be taken into consideration, since they could contribute a
significant amount of contamination photons which would increase the QBER performance [48–51].
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In order to investigate in depth the magnitude of contamination of QKD links by Raman scattering
photons in realistic network topologies, we considered two different wavelength allocations for the
classical signals. In the first case, the quantum channel at 1550 nm is multiplexed with the classical
signals at 1310 nm (downlink) and at 1490 nm (uplink). A much better system performance can be
obtained by moving the uplink at the O-band too (i.e., at 1310 nm for both downlink and uplink,
where the losses are assumed to be 0.35 dB/km [52]), where the impact of SpRS gets weaker on
the quantum channel operated at single-photon regime at 1550 nm. By spectrally separating the
quantum and classical channel between the O-band and the C-band, the Raman contamination
can be significantly limited [53]. In the first configuration, the evaluation of Raman power was
performed assuming ρdl = 8× 10−10(km·nm)−1 and ρul = 6.8× 10−9(km·nm)−1, while for the second
ρdl = ρul = 8× 10−10(km·nm)−1 [47]. These values are typical for a single-mode fiber and correspond
to the specific wavelengths that have been assigned for the classical signals. The launch power for both
classical signals was set to 0 dBm, preventing the classical/quantum multiplexing scenario at C-band
owing to the strong presence of Raman contamination photons [48].

The P2MP extension of our proposed coexistence scheme is depicted in Figure 4. Exploiting the
existed fiber assets for transferring both classical data flows and quantum channels becomes even more
essential for P2MP topologies where many mobile terminal nodes are interconnected through drop
fibers. This shared strategy allows for significant cost-savings in ultra-dense mobile transport networks
of 5G networks where the deployment costs for new fiber segments are a significant component of the
total infrastructure cost [54].
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Figure 4. Quantum-secured multi-user topology with a centralized Alice station and multiple Bob
stations located at the 5G terminal nodes. A passive optical distribution network based on 1:N
splitter stage implements the P2MP topology with shared single-mode fiber segments for classical and
quantum layer.

The Raman noise photons behave in the same way as the Alice’s encoded photons while they are
transmitted from the feeder to the drop fiber segment. Therefore, even though the splitter stage puts
significant pressure on the quantum layer by lowering the sifted key rate due to photon loss, the same
behavior is also obtained for the noise count rates due to Raman contamination photons. Consequently,
we expect that, as the number of users increases, the maximum feasible transmission distance will
be getting decreased to a lesser extent compared to the P2MP scenario utilizing dedicated fiber links
for classical and quantum layers, respectively. The wavelength allocation of the classical signals is
considered the same as described for the P2P case. In Section 3, SKR calculations are presented for the
above topologies for both InGaAs and Si SPADs and for different key rotation times.

2.3. Fiber-Wireless Topology

The final part of our study aims to investigate alternative implementations of the P2MP topology,
relying on the use of a mesh networking operated by mmWave wireless links. The mmWaves have
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been manifested as wireless fibers since they can provide reliable multiple gigabit capacity and
they gain more and more ground in the field of Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) [55]. The integration
of directional mmWave links over the installed Passive Optical (PON) legacy infrastructure has
been recently reported [56], verifying the potential of their successful coexistence with the existing
deep fiber installations. Besides the attractive properties in terms of data transport capabilities,
the pencil-beam antennas as well the high free-space-loss at these frequencies ensure spatial isolation
and guarantee interference-free performance. These characteristics also enhance the security of
mmWave communications by protecting from passively eavesdropping and actively jamming [57].
When malicious eavesdroppers want to intercept and decode the confidential messages successfully,
they need to physically be within the transmission path of mmWave signals with narrow beams. To this
end, we propose a hybrid Fiber-Wireless (Fi-Wi) P2MP topology to deliver secured keys to multiple 5G
terminal nodes where the optical segments can be safeguarded using QKD between the optical nodes
and the wireless link is fortified through enhanced security features provided by the ultra-narrow
mmWave beams.

Figure 5 illustrates the proposed Fi-Wi topology supporting the secured P2MP distribution using
mmWave nodes to interconnect several 5G terminal nodes which are physically connected with
mmWave mesh clients. In this topology, a shared fiber infrastructure is assumed for the interconnection
of the BBU and the multiple mmWave mesh nodes. This shared fiber segment is assumed to support the
secret key establishment, the classical data transmission and the communication protocols implementing
the radio controller functions. For the needs of our analysis, each mesh node communicates, in turn,
with four mesh clients via an Over-The-Air (OTA) link. This assumption can be easily satisfied from
the radio equipment vendors providing 360-degree coverage mesh node [58]. Since the distilled secret
keys at Bob stations located at mesh nodes are used to encrypt both the packetized data flow as well
the Radio control and management messages, the key rate demands are significantly increased. In our
study, we considered the use of parameters provided by commercially available mmWave radio nodes
including the full list of their control functions involving encryption. According to the documentation
provided by radio equipment vendor Siklu, the encryption of four control and management functions
is based on the use of AES algorithm with maximum key lengths of 128 and 256 bits, respectively [59]).
As was discussed in Section 2.1, by tuning the key rotation times to achieve different attack surfaces,
a different amount of SKR is required. Regarding the latency component added by this mmWave link,
the typical latency of the 10 Gbps Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD) radios is about 10 µsecs [60],
leading thereby to a slightly shorter fiber distance of 17 km which satisfies the end-to-end latency
budget of 3 ms for ultra-low services. The use of Time Division Duplexing (TDD) radios adding a
typical latency of 350 µsecs can be considered for scenarios where delay insensitive services are targeted.
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3. Results

In this section, detailed performance evaluation results are presented. Section 3.1 provides
our results from P2P and P2MP topologies using dedicated fiber links for classical and QKD links,
while Section 3.2 addresses the performance of P2P and P2MP topologies using shared fiber links for
the propagation of both classical and quantum channels. In Section 3.3, performance evaluation results
are presented for the P2MP topology based on a mesh radio networking through wireless nodes.

3.1. Performance Evaluation of Dark Fiber Topology

Figure 6 illustrates the evaluation of SKR for the P2P link, as a function of fiber distance between
the REC and RE nodes, for the case where dark fiber is used for the quantum link.
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Figure 6. Secure Key Rate (SKR) as a function of fiber length, for the P2P dark fiber link, for both
InGaAs and upconverted CMOS-based Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) setups. The horizontal lines
with different styles correspond to the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) limits for key refresh
times equal to 5.14 min (0.83 bps), 1 min (4.3 bps) and 1.4 s (183 bps), respectively.

It is evident that in this topology the dedicated link offers a feasible transmission with sufficiently
long-distance range. Both photon counters QKD setups show an identical behavior for fiber segments
up to approximately 70 km. Even for the case of fast key refresh times of 1.4 s, acceptable SKR values can
be achieved for both types of photon counter at ~50 km, a longer distance than 17 km, which corresponds
to round-trip latency barrier as was calculated in Appendix A. Therefore, for relatively short distances,
which correspond to fronthaul segments where the low-latency requirement is crucial, the InGaAs
setup can offer the same performance as the upconverted silicon SPADs. The advantage of using CMOS
SPADs is revealed only at distances longer than 70 km, where the difference between the DCR that the
two types of photon counters exhibit, as stated in Section 2.1, causes its impact. Obviously, these long
fiber lengths exceed the maximum fronthaul distances considered for 5G-oriented environments.
Nevertheless, as we shall see below, the use of CMOS SPADs could benefit the QKD performance even
at very short fiber lengths, in shared fiber topologies where the presence of intense classical signals can
severely contaminate the quantum passband.

The SKR calculation for the P2MP scenario is depicted in Figure 7 by considering N = 4, N = 16
and N = 64 users, respectively.

In this P2MP scenario, as the number N of terminal users increases, the photon loss stemming
from the cascaded splitter stages increases too, leading thereby to a lower SKR. This performance is
resembled at the maximum key rates that can be distilled at sub-km fiber segments: the ~10 kbps/user
for the case of N = 4 users is reduced down to ~800 bps for the case of N = 64 users. The SKR
benefits raised using silicon SPADs are evident only at a distance longer than approximately 27 km
for the case of N = 64 users (i.e., the maximum length at which the InGaAs QKD setup can distill
secret keys) and at even longer fiber segments for the case of N = 16 and N = 4 users, respectively.
At these long fiber distances of P2MP links, which could be applied to 5G-oriented services where the
low-latency requirement is not critical, the silicon SPADs operating at lower DCR allow for secret key
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distillation with higher rate (i.e., lower key rotation times) than the InGaAs do. For shorter distances,
where the low-latency requirement is met (<~17 km), the SKR behavior is almost identical for both
types of detector.
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for (a) InGaAs; and (b) upconverted CMOS-based QKD setups. The horizontal lines with different
styles correspond to the AES limits for key refresh times equal to 5.14 min (0.83 bps), 1 min (4.3 bps)
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3.2. Performance Evaluation of Shared Fiber Topology

Moving to the shared fiber configuration, the Raman noise photons generated by the interaction
of intense classical flows with the fiber medium strongly degrade the quantum layer performance,
as is shown in Figure 8 for the P2P scenario.
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In Figure 8a, SKR calculations, while the downlink is located at 1310 nm and the uplink at 1490 nm,
are presented. Kbps rates are achievable but only for few km-long fiber segments, since eventually the
quantum passband becomes severely contaminated with the Raman noise photons, and subsequently
the SKR approaches close to zero at ~2.8 km. An improved performance can be obtained by also
shifting the wavelength allocation of the uplink at 1310 nm. This enhanced version of coexistence
scheme is feasible since the Raman scattering photons generated by an O-band pump has a relatively
low impact to the C-band spectral windows (i.e., lower effective Raman cross-section, ρul). For this
channel allocation, the distillation of secret keys is feasible even for 10.5 km (Figure 8b), a significant
improvement compared to the previous case. We can also conclude, in both the above cases, that the
noise coming from the SpRS is much stronger than the noise component associated with the dark
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current of the photon counter, since the blue (SKR for CMOS) and the orange (SKR for InGaAs) plots
exhibit practically identical performance.

In a potential case of a fully loaded optical topology, where many classical channels in
WDM systems are co-transmitted along with the quantum channel, the Raman noise would be
significantly increased. To mitigate the presence of these Raman contamination photons in this scenario,
the realization of a quantum channel within L-band could be an option, benefited from the even lower
Raman gains for these longer wavelength assignments [53].

It is worth noting that the DCR of the photon counters at Bob stations affects only the transmission
distance, not the maximum key rate that can be obtained. Since we assumed, for the upconverted
modules, a value of total efficiency 10% which is equal to the assumed value of quantum efficiency for
the InGaAs counters, as mentioned in Section 2.1, there is no performance benefit for using the CMOS
counters in this shared fiber P2P topology. To make clear how the detector’s efficiency affects the SKR,
we also assumed a hypothetical scenario with an upgraded CMOS counter efficiency equal to 20%.
This slightly improved SKR performance is depicted in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. SKR as a function of fiber length, for the P2P shared fiber link, for both InGaAs and upgraded
(i.e., with total efficiency equal to 20%) upconverted CMOS-based QKD setups, where: (a) the quantum
channel at 1550 nm is multiplexed with the classical signals at 1310 nm (downlink) and at 1490 nm
(uplink); (b) the quantum channel at 1550 nm is multiplexed with the classical signals at 1310 nm for
both downlink and uplink. The horizontal lines with different styles correspond to the AES limits for
key refresh times equal to 5.14 min (0.83 bps), 1 min (4.3 bps) and 1.4 s (183 bps), respectively.

The evaluation of SKR for the P2MP topology is illustrated in Figure 10. From this point forward,
we will consider only the allocation where both classical signals are located at 1310 nm, since in this
configuration the quantum passband is more resilient to the Raman scattered photons generated by
the O-band pumps, as explained above.

As expected, the key rate drops significantly as the number of terminal users increases, which has
an immediate impact on the key rotation times. For example, for the CMOS photon counters QKD
setup coexistence scheme (Figure 10b), for 4 users a rotation time equal to 1.4 s (i.e., 183 bps low limit)
can be set even at approximately 9.5 km. However, for 64 users the maximum feasible distance which
allows this low-key rotation time is limited to 2 km.

On the other hand, as explained in Section 2.2, since both the encoded photons generated from Alice
and the Raman noise photons suffer the same loss from the splitter stage, the maximum transmission
distance for which secret keys can be distilled is not heavily compromised compared to the P2P
shared fiber scenario. More precisely, for the InGaAs photon counters QKD setups, this distance is
slightly reduced as the number of users increases (Figure 10a). On the contrary, for the CMOS setups,
the maximum distance is almost unchanged, as can be seen from Figure 10b.
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To emphasize on the role of the photon counter features to the overall performance of QKD
layer in the coexistence scheme, we take a closer look at the contribution of dark counts and Raman
noise photons to the total Quantum Bit Error Rate (QBER) recorded at the maximum fiber length
(i.e., at the point where SKR approaches zero). To identify their contributions, we need to decouple
the QBER into separate error components. In our topology, the main error components contributing
to QBER performance are: the Raman noise photons (QBERRaman), the DCR (QBERdark), the Bob’s
Mach-Zehnder Interferometer’s contrast (QBERopt) and the detector’s afterpulsing effect (QBERafter).
Therefore, QBER is well approximated by [61] (pp. 134–135)

QBER = QBERRaman + QBERdark + QBERopt + QBERafter. (6)

With our assumed setup parameters and considering the configuration where the quantum
channel at 1550 nm is multiplexed with the classical signals at 1310 nm for both downlink and uplink
(see Figure 10), when SKR approaches zero, QBER (calculated following [35,48]) reaches its maximum
value, ~7.5%. Since QBERopt = (1−V)/2 = 1% is constant and the afterpulsing effect contribution is
practically negligible compared to the other error components at the maximum fiber length, we can
conclude that

QBERRaman + QBERdark � 6.5%. (7)

In Figure 11, we have plotted the QBERRaman and the QBERdark for N = 1, N = 4, N = 16 and
N = 64 terminal users, at the point where SKR approaches zero for each case.

For the case of using InGaAs photon detectors, the contribution of the DCR to the total QBER
becomes stronger as the number of terminal users increases, since the optical losses associated to
the cascaded splitter stages lead to lower number of total registered incoming photons at the Bob
station. Therefore, in order for Equation (7) to be satisfied, Raman noise contribution should be lower
(Figure 11a), which means that, as described in Section 2.2, the maximum propagation distance should
be subsequently shorter. On the contrary, since the DCR of the CMOS photon counters is much lower
compared to the InGaAs counterparts, its contribution to the total QBER is preserved practically
constant as the number of terminal users increases and consequently, the same holds for the Raman
noise (Figure 11b). This difference behavior between the two QKD detector setups is reflected in
Figure 10a,b.
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Figure 11. QBERRaman and QBERdark for 1, 4, 16 and 64 terminal users, at the maximum propagation
distance (i.e., at the point where SKR approaches zero) for each case, for the configuration where the
quantum channel at 1550 nm is multiplexed with the classical signals at 1310 nm for both downlink
and uplink, for (a) InGaAs; and (b) upconverted CMOS-based QKD setups.

3.3. Performance Evaluation of Fiber-Wireless Topology

The performance evaluation of the converged Fiber-Wireless (Fi-Wi) topology supporting the
secured P2MP distribution of symmetric keys via the use of mmWave mesh nodes is depicted in
Figure 12.
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It is evident that the key rate behaves in a similar way as in the P2MP shared fiber configuration
of Section 3.2, since the quantum keys are distributed to multiple mmWave nodes through identical
fiber segments as in the previous case. That means that all the previous argumentation regarding the
maximum transmission distance for the InGaAs- and the CMOS-based photon counters is also true for
the hybrid Fi-Wi topology.

More specifically, since each mesh node communicates with four mesh clients, the SKR for the
Fi-Wi topology serving 16 terminal users (blue lines of Figure 12a,b) is identical to the SKR for the
P2MP shared fiber link serving four users (blue lines of Figure 10a,b). Similarly, the SKR for the Fi-Wi
topology serving 64 terminal users (orange lines of Figure 12a,b) is identical to the SKR for the P2MP
shared fiber link serving 16 users (orange lines of Figure 10a,b).

At first glance, this hybrid Fi-Wi topology seems preferable respecting the demands of quantum
keys for a 5G fronthaul segment, since it offers a reduced number of optical Bob stations required and
normally a decrease of the quantum-secured optical link distances which is translated to higher rates.
Nevertheless, as described in Section 2.3, the secret keys are used to encrypt the radio controller functions
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besides the packetized data. According to the documentation by the radio equipment vendor providing
information about the encryption in several functions of the radio, three of these functions are encrypted
with AES-256 and the other with AES-128 ([59]). Following this list for the needs of our study, we allocate
an additional share of the distilled keys for this layer of the controllable mesh node and to recalculate
subsequently the lower SKR guaranteeing the key rotation times we have encountered. In more detail,
for rotation times equal to 1.4 s, 1 min and 5.14 min, SKRs of at least (4× 256+ 128)bits/1.4 s = 823 bps,
(4× 256 + 128)bits/1 min = 19.2 bps and (4× 256 + 128)bits/5.14 min = 3.7 bps are required.

This increased SKR demands counterbalance, to some extent, the benefits of the hybrid Fi-Wi
topology, as shown in Figure 13, where the performance of hybrid topology is compared with the
respective of shared optical fiber P2MP link in the case of distributing keys in a secure way for N = 64
terminal users.
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Figure 13. SKR as a function of fiber length, for the P2MP shared fiber link (blue line) and for the Fi-Wi
topology (orange line) serving N = 64, where the quantum channel at 1550 nm is multiplexed with
the classical signals at 1310 nm for both downlink and uplink, for (a) InGaAs; and (b) upconverted
CMOS-based QKD setups. The horizontal lines with different styles correspond to the AES limits for
different key refresh times: 0.83 bps corresponds to 5.14 min refresh time for the data encryption for
P2MP; 3.7 bps corresponds to 5.14 min refresh time for the data encryption and for the controlled
functions for Fi-Wi; 183 bps corresponds to 1.4 s refresh time for the data encryption for P2MP;
and 823 bps corresponds to 1.4 s refresh time for the data encryption and for the controlled functions
for Fi-Wi.

According to this comparison, the Fi-Wi is slightly favored over the P2MP topology only for
the InGaAs detectors and for the high key rotation time. The reason for that is twofold. Firstly,
as mentioned above, apart from the SKR low limits concerning the key demands, the SKR for the
Fi-Wi topology serving 64 users is identical to the SKR for the P2MP shared fiber link serving 16 users.
Therefore, as explained in Section 3.2, for the InGaAs QKD setup, the maximum feasible transmission
distance is longer for the Fi-Wi case (orange line of Figure 13a) compared to the P2MP configuration
serving the same (i.e., 64) terminal users (blue line of Figure 13a). Secondly, the SKR values required for
the data and the controller functions encryption, under a key refresh time equal to 5.14 min (3.7 bps),
are not heavily increased compared to SKR needed for the data encryption only (0.83 bps). For all the
other cases, we find a remarkably similar behavior between the two topologies.

However, a much better system performance can be achieved by slightly compromising on the
rotation time of the secret keys required for the encryption of the radio controller functions only,
while demanding the lowest key rotation time for the data encryption. More specifically, we considered a
scenario where a 1.4 s refresh time is set for the data encryption and 1 min for the control layer encryption,
respectively. This case demands SKR of at least (3× 256 + 128)bits/1 min + 256 bits/1.4 s = 198 bps.
The comparison between the Fi-Wi topology operated with the above settings and the shared optical
fiber P2MP link serving 64 terminal users is illustrated in Figure 14.

Assuming the above combination of key rotation times, the Fi-Wi topology offers a significant
improvement for both QKD implementation setups, compared to the P2MP shared fiber link case,
since the SKR limits for the two configurations are almost the same (198 bps compared to 183 bps
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respectively). In more detail, an increase of approximately 5 km (for CMOS) to 6 km (for InGaAs) for
the maximum possible fiber distance can be obtained. Finally, it should also be noted that the relative
improvement is somewhat more evident for the InGaAs compared to the CMOS setup, since this QKD
setup is more sensitive to the decrease in the number of optical terminal nodes which the Fi-Wi provides,
respecting the maximum achievable distance, as thoroughly described previously. This behavior of the
InGaAs-based QKD setup is more clearly reflected in the case of the relaxed key refresh time of 1 min
for the encryption of the controlled functions, where the hybrid topology can offer 2 km extension of the
maximum feasible transmission distance. On the other hand, we observe an almost identical behavior
between the two topologies in the case of using CMOS detectors, for his lower key refresh time.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 21 
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Figure 14. SKR as a function of fiber length, for the P2MP shared fiber link (blue line) and for the Fi-Wi
topology (orange line) serving N = 64, where the quantum channel at 1550 nm is multiplexed with
the classical signals at 1310 nm for both downlink and uplink, for (a) InGaAs; and (b) upconverted
CMOS-based QKD setups. The horizontal lines with different styles correspond to the AES limits for
different key refresh times: 0.83 bps corresponds to 5.14 min refresh time for the data encryption for
P2MP; 3.7 bps corresponds to 5.14 min refresh time for the data encryption and for the controlled
functions for Fi-Wi; 183 bps corresponds to 1.4 s refresh time for the data encryption for P2MP;
and 198 bps corresponds to 1.4 s and 1 min refresh times for the data encryption and the controlled
functions, respectively, for Fi-Wi.

4. Discussion

Beyond the reported studies and outcomes, this section seeks to open the door to the future of
secured 5G/B5G edge topologies, focusing on the technological options and deployment scenarios in
support of the QKD integration within the 5G/B5G-oriented fronthaul infrastructure. In this direction,
the roadmap of quantum communication blocks assisting in the end-to-end security of the converged
optical/wireless can be built upon the following pillars:

Practical on-chip QKD blocks: Moving towards the deployment of 5G network components
within street furniture such as lampposts [62], the ultra-compact size of QKD Bob stations emerges
as an essential feature for this kind of metropolitan 5G/B5G terminal nodes. To satisfy the demands
of the low-cost and compact on-chip circuitries for this kind of terminal node [63], upconversion
assisted modules can be exploited for quantum engines, based on the use of practical CMOS SPADs for
single-photon detection operated at room temperature. The advantage gained from the detection of
the C-band photons with integrated CMOS SPADs instead of bulky and expensive InGaAs SPADs
can be combined with advanced chip-scale photonic solutions for frequency conversion of photons,
thereby allowing for miniaturized detectors. In this direction, the UNIQORN project pursues an
upconversion-assisted module based on sum-frequency generation inside a waveguide inscribed ppLN
crystal on the polymer platform [33].

Quantum resources as part of future WDM-PON infrastructure: The integration of QKD links
within WDM-enabled architecture for securely distributing symmetric keys to 5G/B5G terminal nodes
along the optical segments is also fully aligned with the strong will of the telecom operator to reuse their
installed PON infrastructure as the fronthaul/midhaul connectivity layer of 5G services [64]. In this
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context, the QKD research community has experimentally verified that the coexistence of quantum
channels with several classical channels is feasible under fully loaded modern access communication
standards operating at different spectral bands [65].

QKD/PLS-assisted security for converged fiber/wireless fronthaul segments: The concept in which
low-cost mmWave mesh nodes are operated as part of a network connecting access devices (e.g.,
WiFi hotspot, 5G RRH) has been proposed to enable flexible edge connectivity in 5G/B5G fronthaul [66].
The realization of P2MP transport nodes at above 100GHz relying on existing optical fiber infrastructure
and by extending its reach has been recently demonstrated for use cases in ultra-dense environments
using D-band radio equipment [67]. The end-to-end security framework of these hybrid optical/wireless
mesh networks can be guaranteed through the combination of QKD-assisted AES engines in the optical
fibers with the keyless secure transmission of highly directional Line-of-Sight (LOS) by mmWave/THz
nodes [68].

Entering the era of Quantum Internet [69], the co-design and synergy between applications based
on photonic qubits propagation over the deployed fiber infrastructure can be initiated. The presented
QKD-enabled infrastructure for secured 5G/B5G topologies could potentially assist in the trusted
execution of the future distributed quantum information processing tasks [70]. Exploiting the
rich portfolio of Quantum PICs for generating, manipulating and measuring entangled states [71],
the presented deep fiber topologies can be used as the backbone of the distributed quantum information
processing at the edge. Our reported results addressing the performance of a QKD layer across deployed
dark fiber segments could also be used to assist in the characterisation of the trusted/untrusted nodes
along with the novel methods demonstrated in the field of Quantum Networks [72].

5. Conclusions

In this research, a QKD-aided fronthaul segment supporting low-latency 5G connectivity has
been discussed. The integration of a BB84-QKD link supporting the AES-256 encryption of packetized
fronthaul operating at 10Gbps has been thoroughly investigated for both P2P and P2MP topologies.
In the dark fiber case, the secret keys can be distilled even at long fiber distances of P2P and P2MP
links, serving up to 64 users. The shared fiber deployment option to optimize the use of fiber resources
in edge optical topologies can be achieved by using the less noisy upconverted CMOS photon counters,
allowing for sufficient key distillation for up to 64 Bob stations at 5G terminal nodes interconnected
through fiber segments up to 10 km. We also proposed a hybrid Fi-Wi topology supporting the secured
P2MP distribution using mmWave nodes to interconnect several 5G terminal nodes through wireless
channels. Compared to the P2MP shared fiber link case and by letting the symmetric keys which
encrypt the necessary functions for the control and management of the radio nodes to be refreshed by
a slightly lower rate, the Fi-Wi topology has been verified that could offer a 5–6 km extension of the
maximum feasible transmission distance.
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Appendix A. Maximum Fiber Fronthaul Distance Corresponding to Round-Trip Latency Barrier

In Section 2.1, we briefly mentioned the 5G fronthaul latency requirements imposed for low-latency
services. This Appendix provides the calculation of the maximum fiber fronthaul distance which
satisfies this latency constraint.
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Table A1 includes the latency components considered for our study, by adopting the available
parameters within [28].

Table A1. Latency components considered for our study, based on the available parameters within [28].

Latency Components

Round-Trip Delay Components Typical Time

Propagation fiber delay 10 µs/km
Radio Frequency (RF) overhead 40 µs

eCPRI overhead 10 µs
BBU 2700 µs

Fronthaul equipment processing delay 4 µs
One-way encryption/decryption 34 µs

QKD post-processing 11 µs

The additional QKD post-processing delay component was calculated by assuming the use of
the high-speed postprocessing modules reported by Toshiba recently [73], to realize the operations of
sifting, error correction and privacy amplification for the key distillation process of an AES-256 key.
Following the methodology reported in [28], for a round-trip processing of less than 3 ms, the fiber
fronthaul distance is limited to be less than

D =
3 ms− 40 µs− 10 µs− 2700 µs− 4 µs− 2× 34 µs− 11 µs

10 µs/km
� 17 km. (A1)
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